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IPv4 address sharing schemes related I-Ds


Authors are willing to propose to the
folks around “IPv4 address sharing
schemes” to have “structured
relationship” between I-Ds



We have already negotiated with Matt
Ford’s group, X. Xu’s Group and
Christopher LILJENSTOLPE and I would
like to ask to my old good friends Alain
and Randy and all the people who are
working around this issues to be lined
up, please.
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Proposal of the structure (cont’)
Common
Requirements and
Analyses

Address Sharing
Issues

Maximum
Transparency

High
Availability

draft-ford-shared-addressing-issues-01 M. Ford, Ed
At BAHAVE and some other related WGs
draft-shirasaki-nat444-isp-shared-addr-02
is going to be integrated
draft-nishitani-cgn-02 T. Nishitani at el
At BAHAVE (This time no presentation)
draft-xu-behave-stateful-nat-standby-01 X. Xu at el
At BAHAVE (This time no presentation ?)
draft-xu-behave-stateful-nat-state-sync-00 D. Cheng at el
At BAHAVE (This time no presentation ?)
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Proposal of the structure (cont’)
draft-shirasaki-nat444-00 Y.Shirasaki at el
At BAHAVE (for now )
draft-ietf-softwire-dual-stack-lite-02 A. Durand Ed.
At SOFTWIRE
Definition of the
model and analysis
specific to the
model

Related works

NAT444

DS-LITE

Other proposals

ISP Shared or
Another Private
IP Address

draft-shirasaki-isp-shared-addr-03 Y. Shirasaki, Ed.
Going to be merged to Davies and Christopher's I-D
draft-davies-reusable-ipv4-address-block-00 G. Davies at el
At OPSAWG
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NAT444 Model
 IPv4
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Analysis of NAT444
1.

NAT444 has been operated by
some Cable operators in their
commercial NW

2.

There is no need to replace
current CPEs and We know how it
works

3.

UPnP does not work well often

4.

Some vendors have already
implemented NAT444 functions
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At the end


We just wanna say “NAT444/w v6” style
dual stack will be just working well and
the most conservative way to keep
existing environment at the first step
in various places

 We

think also other proposals such as
DS-Lite and A+P are quite realistic and
useful in the transition steps



Vendors are now going to be ready to
ship the NAT444 devises to the market,
we should have sound and concrete RFCs
related to it

